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the battery meter is empty. there is no icon for battery in the taskbar
and the battery icon does not appear on the windows 7 taskbar. the
taskbar battery charging indicator shows 100% and i can see a solid

blue line that moves slowly down from there as my laptop charges. the
battery gauge is a solid blue line and i see that the battery is charging.

the meter also says it is at 100% charge. at the moment the battery
gauge is at about 93%. i have no idea what the battery meter is

actually doing. i have not used the battery charge/discharge feature
since windows 7. i don't really know what it is doing. i didn't try the
registry key thing, but i tried everything else mentioned here and

elsewhere (control panel/change advanced power
settings/display/adaptive brightness -dimmed brightness, intel icon

etc..) the very first item is the regedit. start regedit. find the key hkey_l
ocal_machine\system\currentcontrolset\control\power\powersettings\au

toprotect. under this key find the values powersettingstate and
powersettingstate. if powersettingstate is not 0 then you have a

problem. if powersettingstate is not 0 then the option in the battery
meter will never be available. the batterymeter is empty. there is no

icon for battery in the taskbar and the battery icon does not appear on
the windows 7 taskbar. the taskbar battery charging indicator shows

100% and i can see a solid blue line that moves slowly down from there
as my laptop charges. the battery gauge is a solid blue line and i see
that the battery is charging. the meter also says it is at 100% charge.
at the moment the battery gauge is at about 93%. i have no idea what

the battery meter is actually doing. i have not used the battery
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charge/discharge feature since windows 7. i don't really know what it is
doing. i didn't try the registry key thing, but i tried everything else

mentioned here and elsewhere (control panel/change advanced power
settings/display/adaptive brightness -dimmed brightness, intel icon

etc..)
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for now, i will continue to watch the battery charging behavior and see
if it happens again. if it does, i will set the hard drive to ide again and

reboot to see if that makes a difference. if it does not, i will replace the
hard drive. if it does, i will restore the laptop back to the factory

settings again. ps. to install the linux compatibility layer, download
the.iso file from the dell driver support site. burn it to a cd as a

bootable medium. boot from the cd and install the compatibility layer
software. the compatibility layer software will install a linux-based os on
the hard drive and reboot the laptop. have you ever used the windows
compatibility mode? its a feature that allows you to run older versions
of windows software on newer versions of windows operating systems.
for example, you can use windows vista on your windows 7 laptop. the

compatibility mode is a great feature if you want to install older
software or an operating system like linux on your laptop. sadly,

windows 10 does not allow you to do this, you must manually turn off
your pc when youre not using it. theres a battery icon in the system

tray that you can use to turn your computer off at any time. from here,
you can manually restart the pc when you are ready to use it again. i

highly recommend that you check out my step-by-step tutorial on how
to change the default actions to turn your pc off or on automatically, as
well as one on how to use the new battery saver features of windows
10. you can access this tutorial from here. ^dell preferred account

(dpa):offered to u.s. residents by webbank, member fdic, who
determines qualifications for and terms of credit. taxes, shipping, and
other charges are extra and vary. payments are the greater of either
$20 or the sum of any monthly planned payment due plus 3% of the
new balance shown on your billing statement (excluding any balance

on a planned payment purchase), rounded up to the next dollar.
minimum interest charge is $2.00. see dell.com/microsoftdpa for

important financing details. 5ec8ef588b
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